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QUESTION 1

When you want to validate that your software produces the desired behavior for end users, you need to use 

A. smoke tests 

B. acceptance tests 

C. functional tests 

D. non-regression tests 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

In a Pipeline, the stage step_________. 

A. can be used to group a number of other steps into a logical unit for display 

B. collects a set of artifacts that can be referenced in a later Pipeline step 

C. prepares a test environment in Jenkins 

D. transfers artifacts to a staging server for testing 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A freestyle job is set up to "Enable concurrent builds if necessary" and configured to run on a single node. How can you
ensure that multiple concurrent runs share the same workspace? 

A. Pass the argument -Dhuason.model .Run. lockworkspace=false in the Jenkins master Invocation. 

B. Check "Do not lock workspace" In the Advanced Project Options of the project. 

C. Multiple concurrent runs can never share the same workspace. 

D. Define a "Custom workspace" path for the job. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Which is the about the "Build Triggers" functionality in Jenkins? 

A. It allows you to customize what specific IP address will never be able to trigger a build. 
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B. It allows you to trigger a build under certain conditions, such as GitHub/BitBucket push events, deployment
ratifications, 

C. It can only be configured on Freestyle projects. 

D. It allows you to customize the mail to be sent to developers after a failing build. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

DevOps teams can implement traceability of artifacts in a continuous delivery pipeline by using 

A. the Downstream Builds plugin 

B. manual recording 

C. the Pipeline plugin to fingerprint files 

D. Pipeline labels 

Correct Answer: C 
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